WBC-3000 RK 07 INTERFACE
This WBC controller allows replacement of the Digital Equipment Corporation DEC RK 07 Disk Drive, a 14-inch removable platter drive with 30mb capacity. Optionally, the WBC controller can provide up to ninety-nine platter partitions for fixed disk SCSI drives. Removable-media SCSI drives also can be partitioned by the WBC controller with the number of cartridges depending only on the total disk capacity. Cartridges are selectable individually from switches on the front panel of the WBC-3000 controller.

WBC-3000 DEC RK 05 INTERFACE
Designed for replacement of DEC RK 05 drives having a 2.5mb removable cartridge, the WBC RK 05 interface is available with optional partitions to simulate up to ninety-nine cartridges.

WBC-3000 RL 01 and RL 02 INTERFACE
This WBC interface provides a means of replacing 5mb RL 01 as well as 10mb RL 02 14-inch removable-media disk drives. As with other WBC interfaces, an option of up to ninety-nine partitions is available for use with the RL 01 and RL 02.

WBC-3000 PERTEC D3000 INTERFACE
This interface provides the means to replace Pertec D3000 drives with 6mb to 80mb capacity. The Pertec drives have both fixed media and 5mb to 10mb removable media. The Diablo 40 and 44 interface drives and CDC 9427 Hawk interface drive also can be replaced using this WBC interface.